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Fearful?  Will I be cancelled?  



Who am I

Male

Gen X

Upper Class

Christian

MD

Black

African

Heterosexual

Fully Mentally Able

Married

English

US Citizen

Able bodied
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10/13- “Mainstream” or Dominant 

social identity groups



Why I am here?

2 out of 3

Black

African Descent



Why I AM Here

When those that are supposed to 

protect and serve



We also took an oath to… 

“I will follow that system of regimen 

which, according to my ability and 

judgment, I consider for the benefit of 

my patients, and abstain from 

whatever is deleterious and 

mischievous.”

a translation of the Hippocratic oath



Do No Harm…Not Quite



Silence is Not an Option



Conversations on Race

 Acknowledge your Bias

 Effective Listening

 Educate Yourself

 Read for the case. 

 Understanding Power Dynamic

 Cultural Informants

 Speak up

 Keep Learning
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PREPARATION-Acknowledge Bias

 Identify and challenge your 

preexisting bias

 No one is “colorblind”



Preparation-Acknowledge Bias



Acknowledge - Implicit BIAS

Implicit Bias

the attitudes or stereotypes that 
affect our understanding, actions, 
and decisions in an unconscious 
manner.

Explicit Bias

the attitudes and beliefs we have about 

a person or group on a conscious level.



Implicit Association Test 

(IAT)
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Listen

 Be ready to listen & not Respond-.  

Do not center the narrative 

around you.  

 This is different from being silent 

and not engaging



Listen

 Empathize and don’t sympathize 

with Black and Brown people.  

 Not the time to insert your 

narrative

 Check in on your Black or Brown 

friends, family, partners, loved 

ones, and colleagues. 



Interaction #1

Dear Dr. Stewart,

I have read and reread your article in AAOS Now. Thank you for writing this piece. I hesitated to contact you 
about this because of the fear that you would view me as racist, contrary or difficult. I have found myself in 
that position several times in the past few months when trying to talk about racial tension. Your article 
encouraged me. "Let's talk", you wrote. So, here I a.m. have looked at the George Floyd case. There is new 
video available since your article was published.

The immediate concern that I have for George Floyd is that he is a fellow citizen like you and me. There 
does not appear to be any evidence that he was treated as he was because of his skin color. It seemed that 
the up to the time when the officer put his knee on Floyd's neck that they were doing everything that they 
could to get him into the police car. Had he gone into the car, none of the following event would have 
happened. His subsequent treatment was inexcusable regardless of his color.

For us to be honest about racial discrimination, it probably isn't helpful to brand every interaction as racially 
based. I have not seen evidence that his arrest and subsequent treatment were based on his race. His case 
may not be a good example of racial discrimination in police behavior.

I am interested in your thoughts.

Your white colleague,



Interaction #2
I tried to discuss George Floyd with some of the black hospital employees. I was 

trying to discuss why George Floyd was glorified on posters and T shirts for his 

death. In my opinion the death of the pregnant black female EMT killed in a no 

knock warrant when the wrong location was given would have been a better 

choice. I asked for their opinions in a Socratic method. I had just listened to 

Candace Owens discussing this very thing. I asked the nurses if they had ever 

heard her. First time I had listened to her but she made sense to me at the time 

on this issue.

I asked in what I have learned was absolutely the wrong way. 

I asked how they felt the pregnant lady who George Floyd robbed at gun point 

felt when she saw his pictures and billboards. She was very much a victim as 

well. It ended with me asking what we should do about it? They said changing 

the police.

I asked how they said more training and i stopped talking about said ok and left 

it at that. In their eyes the conversation was slightly different, but not 

substantially.  



Conversations on Race
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Preparation- READ for the Surgical 

CASE
 Be sure to educate yourself before a discussion. 
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Preparation

How to Be an Anti racist

White Fragility

Caste

The Color of Law

The New Jim Crow



Podcast

Uncomfortable Conversations with a 

Black Man

Clinical Problem solvers Antiracism in 

Medicine Series

Code Switch



Interaction #2

They both wrote me up to administration.  Here is the ending of one of the letters.

“As an black woman with two black sons, age 22 and 18, I was extremely uncomfortable. All types of 
thoughts ran through my head. If this is how he feels about George Floyd, how would he feel about 
taking care of one of my sons or another black male if they had a criminal background? Has he ever 
withheld care for a black male due to him having a criminal background? How many black patients 
has he had and were they treated fairly? It's 2020, you would think that we wouldn't have to ask these 
type of questions or worry about the color of our skin when receiving care from a doctor/professional, 
but we do. “

I have been in my little town 31 years. I have tried to be as color blind as possible. I brought a black 
orthopedic surgeon to town as a partner. I didn’t know these people personally but I felt i was trying 
to understand a situation that gave me questions about race. I have never been written up for 
anything before. This will likely defuse itself but I feel really hurt. My father was a state policeman and 
my father in law is a retired city policeman. What happened to George Floyd was wrong. I think 
everyone can agree. You suggested discussion. My discussion must have been to inflammatory for 
these women. The hospital administrators said all white people have to be on pins and needles right 
now and not discuss events like this. To me this encourages racism. I don’t have an answer but I just 
wanted to share what happened to me when I tried to have a civilized discussion.
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Use Cultural Informants

If you don’t have some find some.
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Preoperative Time Out

 If you see something wrong say 

something 

Speak out against ANY racially 

insensitive interactions, 

comments, literature, etc. 

Microaggression

Black Colleague mistaken for 

transport or cleaning staff

Patient deferring to the White person 

as the default person in power

Black People not needing pain 

medicine (falsehood)
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CME-Continuing Mental Education

 Use what you learn

Make use of your privilege to uplift 

and to amplify the efforts of your 

Black and Brown colleagues and 

friends

Make real changes in your life based 

on your knowledge 

 Continue to learn

BE A TRUE ALLY

keep educating yourself 

keep supporting Black and 

Brown people



The Enemy of Good is…

Perfection
Eric Carson, MD 

‘Now more than ever before, we are 

called upon to use the privilege 

before us as Orthopaedic surgeons as 

a vehicle for change.’



Get Started



Our Lives Depend On YOU.



Thank You!!!


